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The effect of the residual interaction between the nucleons (quasiparticles) on the thermodynamic behavior
of spherical nuclei is considered. Thermodynamic relations are derived for the simplest model of the
residual interaction that has the necessary macroscopic structure previously established by one of the
authors. The range of applicability of the theory is discussed.

PACS numbers: 21.10.-k

1. INTRODUCTION

The nuclear physics data accumulated up to now indi-
cate that there is an essential difference between spher-
ical and nonspherical nuclei. This difference does not
reduce merely to "nuclear shape effects" as such, but
intimately involves the internal structure of the nucleus.
The shell oscillations of nuclear masses ̂ 1 can serve as
an example of the phenomena associated with the differ-
ence between the structures of spherical and nonspher-
ical nuclei. The shell oscillations are due to the ordered
grouping of one-quasiparticle levels in spherical nuclei
that arises because of the existence of the orbital angu-
lar momentum quantum number / of the quasiparticle'-1'2-'.
There is no such ordered grouping in nonspherical
nuclei, and the trend of the mass of such nuclei as a
function of the number of nucleons is entirely different.
This difference is manifested on a plot of nuclear mas-
ses versus number of nucleons as a break in the curve
corresponding to a phase transformation from the normal
phase (nonspherical nuclei) to the "magic phase" (spher-
ical

The difference between the internal structures of
spherical and nonspherical nuclei does not affect only
the ground states: the thermodynamic properties of the
two phases are also different. This difference is mani-
fested, for example, in the dependence of the form of the
spectra of the y-ray cascades emitted by heated nuclei
on phase of the compound nucleus t*-5^. The energy spec-
trum of a nonspherical nucleus is not distorted by the
residual interaction and is essentially of the Fermi-
liquid type. Spherical nuclei, on the other hand, appar-
ently cannot exist without the residual interaction (this
was proved in'- for a very simple nuclear model), and
this interaction has an important effect on their thermo-
dynamic behavior. As was explained in1-2-1, the residual
interaction must have a certain macroscopic structure,
the only interactions between the quasiparticles that are
compatible with the observed pattern of the shell oscil-
lations of nuclear masses being those that lead to a
quadratic dependence of the width of the diffuse region
of the Fermi distribution on the orbital angular momen-
tum I of the quasiparticle:

6e~l!s((+>/ :)'. (1)

In this paper we consider the thermodynamics of
spherical nuclei on the basis of the simplest model of
the residual interaction that has the required macro-
scopic structure.

2. THE RACAH-MOTTELSON MODEL

The Racah-Mottelson model was used inw to des-
cribe the residual interaction: the Hamiltonian for the
interaction between quasiparticles on the same j level

(2)

where a^ and a^j are the creation and annihilation
operators for a quasiparticle whose angular momentum
has the z projection m. The eigenvalues of this Hamil-
tonian (see, e.g., [7-1) are

E!.,— GA(£V-i>r-Si+D, (3)

where 2ft: = 2j + 1, b; is the number of interacting pairs
on level j, and S; is the seniority quantum number.

To construct the thermodynamics of spherical nuclei
we need a formula for the degree of degeneracy T(s, 0)
(we shall drop the subscript j in the rest of this section)
of the Racah-Mottelson energy levels (3). The symme-
try of the zero-seniority ground-state wave function (see,
e.g., t*-') is such that the wave function can be construc-
ted from single -particle wave functions in only one way.
Hence the s = 0 ground state is not degenerate: T(0, 0)
= 1. One more quasiparticle can be added to the s = 0
state in C^ ways (C|n = (20)!/s! (2n - s)! is the num-
ber of combinations of 2fi things taken s at a time), and
we thereby obtain an s = 1 state, so that T(l, ft) = C2(j-
Two quasiparticles can be added to the s = 0 state from
2b quasiparticles in C2n ways, but among them is one
that describes the ground state of 2(b + 1) quasiparti-
cles, so that r(2, ft) = .«o ~ C9o- Arguing further in thefill &it ,
same way we can prove the following general formula iw
the degree of degeneracy of the Racah-Mottleson energy
levels by mathematical induction:

For the case ft > 1, s > 1, we can use Stirling's
formula n! s V2lmexp(n Inn - n) to rewrite Eq. (4) in tM
form

r(s,Q)«
Q

(2Q-s)! ' jis(2Q-s)
-(2Q-s)ln(2Q-s)].

exp[(2Q)ln(2Q)-slns

Now let us find the number r(M, s, ft) of stales
seniority s and angular momentum projection M. It 1S

clear that the sum of T(M, s, ft) over all possible v
of M is T(s, ft). In order to find a way of evaluating
T(M, s, ft) let us consider the matrix of Hamiltonian (*'
in more detail. The dimension of this matrix is the nu*
ber C&2 of ways in which N fermions can be distribu

among 2ft cells. (It is easily seen that the sum of r(Sl

over all seniorities s possible for the given N is C§(j''
The Hamiltonian matrix for the CoV, basis functions

£ttl

breaks up into blocks corresponding to different
of the quantum number s. However, the block for the i
states with a given seniority breaks up in turn into st
smaller blocks, since the Hamiltonian conserves t

.angular
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correspond to different blocks. Finally, the block
'states with given fixed values of s and M also con-
+s of smaller blocks, since different sets of unpaired
^icles can give rise to the same angular momentum
ejection M. (Here the term "pairing" is used in a
rely kinematic sense, namely, as an expression of the

'fact thai two quasiparticles lie in cells corresponding to
the same absolute value but opposite signs of the z pro-

ction of the angular momentum.) For definiteness let
is consider the case of even s (and hence even N). Then
^e "smallest" blocks in the matrix for Hamiltonian (2)
describe states in which there occur some number 2k of
unpaired quasiparticles giving a total angular momentum
projection M, and N - 2k paired quasiparticles, which
have M = 0 a°d seniority s — 2k. The number of such
blocks is equal to the number C(M. 2k, R) of ways in
which the angular momentum projection M can be ex-
pressed as the sum of 2k single -particle projections
taken from the set {-j, -j + 1, ..., j - 1, j} (no two
single-particle projections equal in modulus but opposite
in sign occurring in the sum), while the dimension of
each block is equal to the degree of degeneracy
j-0(s - 2k, H - 2k) of a state of paired quasiparticles that
are distributed among n — 2k free cells and have senior-
ity s - 2k. Thus, the sum of the dimensions of all the
blocks for states with angular momentum projection M
and seniority s is

(6)

A similar expression can also be written for odd s.

Direct diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix for
small values of n and N leads to values of r0(s, n) that
can be expressed by the formula

By definition, r0(s, n) is meaningful only for even s. If
we assume that formula (7) is valid for all even senior-
ities <s we can prove that it is valid for seniority s + 2
in much the same way as Eq. (4) was proved: hence it
follows by mathematical induction that (7) is valid for
all even seniorities 0 s s s fj.

Now let us seek the number C(M, s, n) of ways in
which s unpaired particles can give a total angular mo-
mentum projection of M. Since the formula for
T(M, s, n) will be used later to describe macroscopic

, phenomena for which it is essential that j 3> 1, we can
set j s n (also seeC2]), so that the single-particle angu-
lar momentum projections are the elements of the set
{-n, -n + i — i , i, ..., n — i, n}. NOW we shall
construct a generating function for the unknown numbers
C(M. s, n). To do this we consider the sum

taken over the values

e, - — 1 ,0 ,1 ; e,= —1, 0, t ; . . . ; e0 —1, 0, 1 (9)

under the condition that

|e,| + |e:|+...+ |ea |=s. (10)

The coefficient of £M in the sum (8) is C(M, s, n). To
take condition (10) into account we make use of the iden-
tity

(11)

we multiply (11) by (8), we can sum over all the values
(9) independently, without regard for condition (10). As
a result we obtain the following expression for the gen-
erating function:

(12)

If we make the substitution S - e^ in (12) the sum over
M becomes a finite Fourier series. Using the orthogon-
ality relation

(13)

we obtain the following expression for the coefficients:

(2;r)~i

, K

> — 3- f
z •<

(14)

Now we expand the product of the expressions in paren-
theses in powers of t and extend the integration over the
entire real axis, obtaining:

C(M.s,Q)-

This operation is legitimate since the integral over t
converges for t ~ \/(z + 2)/n3 and the characteristic
values of z (see below) are such that z + 2 = 2n/s, so
that t ~ l/nV^'C 1. We evaluate the remaining integral
over z by the saddle-point method, choosing the integra-
tion contour so that the convergence of the integral will
be due mainly to the function
exp [ / ( : ) ]==• exp [Q In (1+2/3) 1-exp [ (s-Q) In i - rQln (:+2)]. (16)

At the saddle-point
_2(Q-s) d'f s>

Z'~ s ' d~ ,. ~~ 4Q(Q-s) '
(17)

we must therefore integrate over the contour z = z0 + iy.
As a result we obtain

2.*c QVs ' 2jts(Q-s) (18)
X exp [s In 2+Q In Q-s In s- (Q-s) In (Q-s) ] exp (-3«V2sQ:).

It is easy to show that the condition for the validity of
Eq. (18) is that s » 1.

To calculate T(M, s, fl) it remains to substitute ex-
pressions (7) and (18) into (6) and perform the summa-
tion. Approximating the right-hand side of (7) with the
aid of Stirling's formula and replacing the summation by
integration, we obtain

~3~ Q-s '/ 'exp[q;(fc)]exp(-3•V-. 2VQ
(19)

where
q s ( f c ) = Q l n Q - 2 f c l n f c — ( s / 2 — fr) In (s/2-M

-(Q-s/2-ft) In (Q-j/2-fc).

The function </?(k) has a maximum at the point

and at that point

in which the integration contour circles the origin. If

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)
i will have a sharp maximum within the integration

range, so we can replace the other slowly varying func-
tions by their values at k = k0 and integrate over k from

(d-<f/dk-) ,.—16QVs'(2Q-s)1.

Thus, if
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-oo to + =0. As a result we obtain the following final ex-
pression:

variation we obtain the following expression for the
distribution function

, .
n s( )!

Xexp[-3AP/Qs(2Q-s)].

Condition (23) for the validity of Eq. (24) is satisfied
when s 3> Vff. It should be noted, however, that the
exponential factors in (24), which are essential for the
thermodynamic applications, are determined only by the
position (21) of the maximum, so that the condition
s > Vn~is essentially just a condition for the validity
of the preexponential factor in (24); the exponential fac-
tor, on the other hand, is valid for s 3> 1. On integrating
(24) over M from -°° to + « we again obtain Eq. (5).

With that we conclude our study of an individual j
level of the Racah-Mottelson model and turn to the appli-
cation of the model to the nucleus as a whole.

3. THE THERMODYNAMICS OF SPHERICAL NUCLEI

Let us calculate the function describing the distribu-
tion of quasiparticles in a nucleus heated to the tempera-
ture T. The preexponential factor in (5) can be neglected
in calculating the entropy of a single j level with the
formula S; = InTfo, J2-). Then we obtain the following
expression for the entropy of the nucleus as a whole:

To find the function describing the distribution of the
quasiparticles among the levels we must minimize the
free energy

F-E-TS, (26)

(here €: is the energy of a quasiparticle on level j with-
out the residual interaction) under the condition that the
number of quasiparticles,

tf = £<2fc j+sj), (27)
j

remain constant. In view of the macroscopic nature of
the problem under study we have neglected the "1" in
Eq. (3) for the interaction energy (see1-2-1).

Condition (27) can be easily taken into account by the
Lagrange multiplier method. By varying the function
F' = F - ejN (ef is the chemical potential) with respect
to bj and s^ we obtain the set of equations

w, — — - -u>, ,
(28)

t/— tf—GflfWj

On increasing €, we pass from region n to region m,
where there are no paired quasiparticles, i.e., bj = 0.
On taking this additional condition into account in the BJ

*yy»f«»'f•••»*•• - '•*••> • ' ;'*NW
498 Sov .1 Niwl t>»<...

(region El), (30)

i.e., an ordinary Fermi distribution. On decreasing e.
we pass from region II to region I, where all the vacan-
cies permitted by the Pauli principle are filled, i.e.,
bj + Sj = fij. This auxiliary condition gives a Fermi dis-
tribution for the holes:

(region I). (31)

The equations for the boundaries between regions I, n,
and ffl are obtained by equating the expressions for the
distribution functions on the two sides of the boundary.
This gives the equation

_
27 ^T

(32)

for the boundary between regions n and IE. We denote
the solution of this equation by

(EJ-E,) /?—r(GA/2r) . (33)

For the boundary between regions I and n we obtain

(E,-E,)/r=-t(GA/2r). (34)

Since the solution of Eq. (29) is independent of £., its
value within region II is equal to its value on the bound-
ary (for constant fL) or to the values of functions (30)
and (31) on the corresponding boundaries (33) and (34),
so that

(region II). (35)

A graph of the function y(x), defined implicitly by the
equation

f = x t h ( t / 2 ) , (36)

is shown in Fig. 2. We have y(x) ^ V6(x — 2) as x — 2
+ 0, and y(x) « x as x — °°.

Equations (30) -(36) completely determine the distri-
bution function ws and make it possible to calculate the
entropy of a spherical nucleus from Eq. (25).

It is convenient to do the calculation in the variables
p and /3 introduced in1-6'2-1 (p = kR, k is the wave number
of the quasiparticle, and R is the radius of the nucleus):

(37)

for the distribution functions wb = b. /fl. and ws = Sj /2fl-
in the region bj + BJ < fij, bj ^ 0 (region n on Fig. 1). On
substituting the expression for wb from the first of Eqs.
(28) into the second we obtain the following implicit
equation for the distribution function ws:

r C A , . „ ..i . > - (region n) pg)

ptcosfl-U/2-P) sin|5]=n(n+V4),
(i=Brcsin(r/p),

?=(+'/,, dndl= (pdp/n) cos' fldfS,

where n is the principal quantum number. To the
scopic accuracy that we are confining ourselves to, we

can replace the total angular momentum j of the quasi'
particle by its orbital angular momentum I, so that
n( ^ I ^ p sin "/3. Taking also into account the fact tb»

PIC, 1
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small values' of^TaiK^p^i^ afSTrnportant
temperatures (pf = k^R, where kj is the wave

,r at the Fermi boundary) we can put

C,-(de/dp)|,gj, r-(de/dp) |,t. (38)

order to maintain the required macroscopic structure
' ^ introduction) in this same limit, it is necessary,

s shown In W, that
ft-rf. (39)

The distribution function ws assumes the following form
* the variables p and 0 (see Fig. 3):

• -where the number of states is given by Eq. (24) (as be-
fore, we neglect the preexponential factor). The distri-
bution functions for the quasiparticles and the angular
momentum Mi are determined from the condition that
the free energy F' = E - TS - e,N - wM be minimum,
where w is the angular velocity and M is the total angu-
lar momentum projection. Thus, the ML dependent terms

<46>
are added to the terms determined by formulas (25)— (27).
Varying M; yields the angular momentum projection

ST
(47)

yVe als° transform to the variables p and 'J3 in Eq. (25),
and using the Jacobian dndl = (pf/Tf)dpd/3 (see Eq. (37))
to replace the summation over the levels by an integra-
tion, we obtain

of the j level, so that the total angular momentum projec-
tion is given by

2 v-i , .
M=u—2^Q>u>,(i-w,}. (48)

- | J - in loM-d-i

In this case the distribution function ws depends on w,
but for small w we can neglect this dependence in Eq.
(48) and use Eq. (40). The coefficient of w in (48) is the
moment of inertia: in the usual units (M in erg • sec and

1— dpd(5. (41) u in sec"1) it takes the form

Substituting (40) into (41) and integrating, we obtain the
following expression for the entropy of one nucleon com-
ponent of a spherical nucleus:

n' p,
4

„_
4 '

(42)
g(de/dpl,) ' 4 A'gp,

where m* = Pf/vj is the effective mass of a quasiparticle
in the nucleus. Taking into account the fact that nuclear
matter is a two-component system, we find

ft'
(43)

Thus, in spherical nuclei (at low enough temperatures-
see below) the entropy depends quadratic ally on the tem-
perature, in contrast to the frequently assumed linear
dependence. The latter is characteristic of the energy
spectrum of a normal Fermi liquid1-9'10-1, but in nuclear
physics it can apparently be regarded as fairly reliably
established only for nonspherical nuclei.

The thermodynamic relations

s- r c - ~ (44)

follow from Eqs. (43), since the level density in a spher-
ical nucleus depends as follows on the excitation energy:

pu. (£)~exp [S(£) ]= exp (45)

Now let us calculate the moment of inertia of a spher-
ical nucleus. To do this we shall examine the Racah-
Mottelson states that have not only a definite seniority
Sj, but also a fixed angular momentum projection Mj.
Then the entropy of level j will be S; = lnr(Mj, s- fiA

FIG. 3

371 (49)

Now we transform (49) to the variables p, (3 and substi-
tute expression (40) for the distribution function; then
after integrating over regions I—m we obtain

/-i-Ji '1 r. (50)
12 g2 (de/dpl,)' v '

In our calculation, however, we have not taken into ac-
count the effect of the second functional derivative of the
energy with respect to the distribution function^9'10-',
which leads to an additional constant factor in Eq. (50).
This factor can be found by calculating the moment of
inertia of a normal Fermi liquid by a method similar to
that used above. A simple calculation shows that the de-
gree of degeneracy of a state with s fermions on level j
having the angular momentum projection M differs from
(24) only in the preexponential factor, which is not im-
portant for thermodynamic applications. This means that
in the thermodynamic sense the seniorities s are fermion
excitations with a dispersion law leading to distribution
function (40). The moment of inertia of a Fermi liquid is.
therefore given by Eq. (49) with the ordinary Fermi dis-
tribution substituted for ws.

Now we easily find
4

45n(de/dp)|,
(51)

Here, too, we have neglected the second functional der-
ivative. Requiring that taking this into account should
lead to the rigid-body value IFL = (2/5)NmnR

2

= (2/5)(2p|/9Tr)mnR
2, where mQ is the nucleon mass, we

find
(de/dp)|/=A!p,/ronfl!, (52)

i.e., (de/dp)|- should have the Fermi-gas value. Hence
one of the factors (de/dp)L in Eq. (50) should also have
the Fermi-gas value. Taking this into account, as well
as the fact that nuclear matter is a two-component sys-
tem, we obtain the expression

12 A'
for the moment of inertia of a spherical nucleus.

(53)
^
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The function describing the distribution of the nuclear
levels over the angular momentum J at fixed tempera-
ture has the form (see^113)

so that the mean and mean square values of the angular
momentum are

(55)
Thus we have

(56)

and this relation can be used to check the correctness
and completeness of the experimental data on level
spins. We also note the equation

m Jf s I j

** = -}-> P/ **.- *"+*! E< (57)

which follows from Eqs. (55), (53), and (44).

4. DISCUSSION

As we already mentioned, the formulas derived here
are valid only at low temperatures. In order to find out
how low the temperature must be we take account of the
fact that Eq. (39) was established only for angles satis-
fying the condition

(58)

(see ). Hence the quantity

(59)

which is characteristic of our theory, marking, as it
does, the point at which region II begins to have a finite
extent along the c or p axis (see Figs. 1 and 3 and Eq.
(40)), should satisfy condition (58). This gives the cri-
terion

amount to ~0.6 MeV for 2CBPb, so that the thermodynamic
formulas can only serve as rough estimates at the exci-
tation energies now being investigated for spherical^
nuclei. For example, it follows from Eq. (57) that J2 ^4
for 2oePb at an excitation energy of 5 MeV, whereas Eqs,
(55) with the rigid-body moment of inertia and tempera-
ture T - 0.4 MeV (which is apparently characteristic of

nonspherical nuclides—see'-12-') give J2 - 160. As well
as can be judged from the available data'-13-1 on levels of
2cePb, however, the experimental value is J2 ^ 10, which
is in qualitative agreement with the theory under dis-
cussion.

Although there is no thermal phase transformation in
the present theory, the macroscopic structure of the
residual interaction as a function of the orbital quantum
number / together with the fact (a macroscopic quantum
effect) that the spherical nuclear configuration is un-
stable in the absence of interaction between the quasi-
particles (see'-6-1) enables us to suggest a possible
reason for such a transformation. In fact, as the tem-
perature rises region n shifts to the right on the / axis
and more and more quasiparticles fall into regions I
and n, where they conform to the ordinary Fermi distri-
bution. Hence a phase transformation from the magic
phase to the normal phase should take place when there
are no longer enough quasiparticles left in region n to
stabilize the spherical shape of the nucleus.

I express my deep gratitude to V. G. Nosov for num-
erous discussions and valuable remarks.

or r<6e, (60)

where 6e = (d£/dp)|jg/8 is the characteristic width of the
diffuse region of the Fermi distribution caused by the
residual reaction (see1-2-1). The values of 6~e found in1-2-1

range from 1.9 MeV (heavy nuclei) to 5.2 MeV (light
nuclei) for neutron magic nuclei and from 1.6 MeV
(heavy nuclei) to 3.8 MeV (light nuclei) for proton magic
nuclei. However, it is difficult at present to judge the
part played by another criterion,

T<ZTC, (61)

implied by the theory, where TQ is the Curie tempera-
ture at which the spherical nucleus passes from the
magic phase to the normal phase, i.e., becomes dis-
torted (see[3:!). We can only assert that condition (61)
becomes more important, and may become dominant, for
spherical nuclei that lie close as regards number of
nucleons to the phase transformation point. The y-ray
spectra and radiative widths of nuclei that are spherical
in the ground state confirm this (see1-5'12-1).

We also note that all the equations we have derived
relate the average values of the thermodynamic quanti-
ties to one another, i.e., they are valid only when the
fluctuations are small. However, the temperature fluc-
tuations Clo:i

(62)
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